Ted Kennedy
Chappaquiddick Speech
July 25, 1969
My fellow citizens:
I have requested this opportunity to talk to the people of Massachusetts about the tragedy which
happened last Friday evening. This morning I entered a plea of guilty to the charge of leaving the
scene of an accident. Prior to my appearance in court it would have been improper for me to
comment on these matters. But tonight I am free to tell you what happened and to say what it
means to me.
On the weekend of July 18, I was on Martha’s Vineyard Island participating with my nephew, Joe
Kennedy -- as for thirty years my family has participated -- in the annual Edgartown Sailing
Regatta. Only reasons of health prevented my wife from accompanying me.
On Chappaquiddick Island, off Martha’s Vineyard, I attended, on Friday evening, July 18, a cookout, I had encouraged and helped sponsor for devoted group of Kennedy campaign secretaries.
When I left the party, around 11:15 P.M., I was accompanied by one of these girls, Miss Mary Jo
Kopechne. Mary J was one of the most devoted members of the staff of Senator Robert Kennedy.
She worked for him for four years and was broken up over his death. For this reason, and
because she was such a gentle, kind, and idealistic person, all of us tried to help her feel that she
still had a home with the Kennedy family.
There is no truth, no truth whatever, to the widely circulated suspicions of immoral conduct that
have been leveled at my behavior and hers regarding that evening. There has never been a
private relationship between us of any kind. I know of nothing in Mary Jo’s conduct on that or nay
other occasion -- the same is true of the other girls at that party -- that would lend any substance
to such ugly speculation about their character.
Nor was I driving under the influence of liquor.
Little over one mile away, the car that I was driving on the unlit road went off a narrow bridge
which had no guard rails and was built on a left angle to the road. The car overturned in a deep
pond and immediately filled with water. I remember thinking as the cold water rushed in around
my head that I was for certain drowning. Then water entered my lungs and I actual felt the
sensation of drowning. But somehow I struggled to the surface alive.
I made immediate and repeated efforts to save Mary Jo by diving into strong and murky current,
but succeeded only in increasing my state of utter exhaustion and alarm. My conduct and
conversations during the next several hours, to the extent that I can remember them, make no
sense to me at all.
Although my doctors informed me that I suffered a cerebral concussion, as well as shock, I do not
seek to escape responsibility for my actions by placing the blame either in the physical, emotional
trauma brought on by the accident, or on anyone else. I regard as indefensible the fact that I did
not report the accident to the policy immediately.
Instead of looking directly for a telephone after lying exhausted in the grass for an undetermined
time, I walked back to the cottage where the party was being held and requested the help of two
friends, my cousin, Joseph Gargan and Phil Markham, and directed them to return immediately to
the scene with me -- this was sometime after midnight -- in order to undertake a new effort to dive

down and locate Miss Kopechne. Their strenuous efforts, undertaken at some risk to their own
lives also proved futile.
All kinds of scrambled thoughts -- all of them confused, some of them irrational, many of them
which I cannot recall, and some of which I would not have seriously entertained under normal
circumstances -- went through my mind during this period. They were reflected in the various
inexplicable, inconsistent, and inconclusive things I said and did, including such questions as
whether the girl might still be alive somewhere out of that immediate area, whether some awful
curse did actually hang over all the Kennedys, whether there was some justifiable reason for me
to doubt what has happened and to delay my report, whether somehow the awful weight of this
incredible incident might, in some way, pass from my shoulders. I was overcome, I’m frank to say,
by a jumble of emotions, grief, fear, doubt, exhaustion, panic, confusion and shock.
Instructing Gargan and Markham not to alarm Mary Jo’s friends that night, I had them take me to
the ferry crossing. The ferry having shut down for the night, I suddenly jumped into the water and
impulsively swam across, nearly drowning once again in the effort, and returned to my hotel
about 2 A.M. and collapsed in my room.
I remember going out at one point and saying something to the room clerk.
In the morning, with my mind somewhat more lucid, I made an effort to call a family legal advisor,
Burke Marshall, from a public telephone on the Chappaquiddick side of the ferry and belatedly
reported the accident to the Martha’s Vineyard police.
Today, as I mentioned, I felt morally obligated to plead guilty to the charge of leaving the scene of
an accident. No words on my part can possibly express the terrible pain and suffering I feel over
this tragic incident. This last week has been an agonizing one for me and for the members of my
family, and the grief we feel over the loss of a wonderful friend will remain with us the rest of our
lives.
These events, the publicity, innuendo, and whispers which have surrounded them and my
admission of guilt this morning raises the question in my mind of whether my standing among the
people of my state has been so impaired that I should resign my seat in the United States
Senate. If at any time the citizens of Massachusetts should lack confidence in their Senator’s
character or his ability, with or without justification, he could not in my opinion adequately perform
his duty and should not continue in office.
The people of this State, the State which sent John Quincy Adams, and Daniel Webster, and
Charles Sumner, and Henry Cabot Lodge, and John Kennedy to the United States Senate are
entitled to representation in that body by men who inspire their utmost confidence. For this
reason, I would understand full well why some might think it right for me to resign. For me this will
be a difficult decision to make.
It has been seven years since my first election to the Senate. You and I share many memories -some of them have been glorious, some have been very sad. The opportunity to work with you
and serve Massachusetts has made my life worthwhile.
And so I ask you tonight, the people of Massachusetts, to think this through with me. In facing this
decision, I seek your advice and opinion. In making it, I seek your prayers -- for this is a decision
that I will have finally to make on my own.
It has been written a man does what he must in spite of personal consequences, in spite of
obstacles, and dangers, and pressures, and that is the basis of human morality. Whatever may
be the sacrifices he faces, if he follows his conscience -- the loss of his friends, his fortune, his

contentment, even the esteem of his fellow man -- each man must decide for himself the course
he will follow. The stories of the past courage cannot supply courage itself. For this, each man
must look into his own soul.
I pray that I can have the courage to make the right decision. Whatever is decided and whatever
the future holds for me, I hope that I shall have been able to put this most recent tragedy behind
me and make some further contribution to our state and mankind, whether it be in public or
private life.
Thank you and good night.

Chappaquidick
Facts and Speculation
Drafted 4/22/2007
--From TK’s own words:
¯ Edgartown Sailing Regatta, July of 1969. Joan Kennedy not present.
¯ Friday evening cook-out on Chappaquiddick Island TK sponsored for "devoted
grtoup of Kennedy campaign secretaries"
¯ TK left partyat lhl5pm, accompanied byMaryJo Kopechne, former secretary to
RFKparty, July 18%
¯ One mile from party, TK’s car went off bridge and plunged into deep pond.
¯ He repeatedly dove into ’strong and murky current’ trying to save her.
¯ Walked back to party and convinced his cousin, Joe Gargan, and Phil Markham to
return to pond, where they unsuccessfully tried to dive to car to extract MaryJo.
¯ Sworn to secrecy, they drove him to the Ferry. It having shut down for the night,
TK impulsively swam across and retttmed to his hotel room, where he spent the
night.
¯ The following morning, he "made an effort to call a family legal advisor, Burke
Marshall, from a public telephone on the Chappaquiddick side of the ferry and belatedly
reported the accident to the Martha’s Vineyard police."

¯ July25, 1969- Plead guiltyto charge of leaving the scene of an accident, then
broadcast address to the people of MA that evening. He specifically denied driving
under the influence of liquor.
--Speculation on Cover-up: from
http://209.85.165.104/search?q =cache:ZLLLrfSOJ_wJ:www.answers.com/topic/tedkennedy- chappaquiddick-incident +chappaquiddick&hl =en&ct =clnk&cd =36&gl--us

¯

¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

Party intended as reunion of RFK’s 1968 campaign staff "Boiler Room Girls", held
at Lawrence Cottage. Hosts were Joseph Gargan and Phil Markham.
Car was a 1967 Oldsmobile Delmont 88.
Made a wrong mm that took him to Dike Bridge, from which he plunged into tideswept Poucha Pond, where it came to rest upside down.
Channel where TK swam across was 500 feet.
There was a telephone at Lawrence Cottage
Article claims TK discussed the incident with several people, including his lawyer
and Kopechne’s parents, before reporting incident to police
No autopsywas performed
Kennedy entered plea to leaving the scene of an accident after causing injury, for
which he received a sentence of two months in jail-- which was suspended, even
though the statute called for mandatory jail time (providing no discretion for
suspension)
An Edgartown grand jury was convened to reopen the investigation, but no
indictment was returned (and their review remains sealed)

Time Magazine’s The Mysteries of Chappaquiddick, August 1, 1969, contains even more
details: www.time.comltimelmagazinelarticlelO,9171,901159-2,00.html -, which has been emailed to you separately. It’s really hepful, so be sure you review the entire article

¯ There were six women and six men, including the Senator. Besides Mary Jo, the
women, all from Washington, were Susan Tannenbaum, Rosemary Keough,
Esther Newberg, and two sisters, Nancy and Mary Ellen Lyons. Besides Kennedy
and Gargan, the men were Paul Markham, a former U.S. attorney for
Massachusetts; Jack Crimmins, a Kennedy employee; Charles Tredder and
Raymond Larusso, frequent sailing companions.
¯ No other wives attended the party, and no reasons were given for their absence.
¯ Kennedy was registered at the Shiretown Inn in Edgartown, across the channel
from Chappaquiddick; the women were put up at The Dunes, a motel several
miles away.
¯ Kennedy had raced his yacht, the Victura, that afternoon in the first heat of the
annual Edgartown Regatta, an event long attended by members of his family.
Kennedy’s wife Joan remained at their summer home on Squaw Island off
Hyannisport. "Only reasons of health," Kennedy said, prevented her from joining
him. Mrs. Kennedy is expecting their fourth child around the first of the year,
though this was not necessarily the "reason of health."
¯ Leaving the cottage in his black 1967 Oldsmobile, Kennedy was almost at once
brought up against a T-junction. If he had turned left, he would have continued
along the paved Chappaquiddick Road leading toward the ferry crossing. But he
turned his car right onto a dirt road leading to the wooden bridge and to the beach
beyond. In his first statement to police, Kennedy explained that he had simply
made a wrong turn, heading to the right. That meant he would have had to
overlook a reflector arrow pointing the way to the ferry, and longtime residents
say that all of the Kennedy brothers knew--or should have known--the area very
well. The question arises: Could the Senator have traveled six-tenths of a mile
down an unpaved road without knowing that he was on the wrong course? Or was
he knowingly heading for the beach?
¯ It is known, however, that some members of Kennedy’s entourage refuse to ride
with him because he is such a daredevil driver, and Kennedy incurred four traffic
convictions in the ’50s, two for speeding and two for reckless driving.
¯ Rather than seeking help right after the accident, "he walked back to the cottage,
and along his route he passed four houses, at least one of which had lights
showing". He then got his two friends, both of whom were lawyers, to help him.
Article asks why they didn’t raise suspicions when they returned to their party
soaking wet.
¯ TK’s hotel clerk says he appears, clean and dry, at 2:15 to complain noise from
adjoining party was keeping him awake.
¯ There was no investigation: "Edgartown Police ChiefDominick Arena, a wellmeaning former state trooper who had escaped to the island to avoid the tensions
of the mainland, was on a diet of tranquilizers last week. In his own words, he had
never investigated anything more serious than complaints of "snapping turtles or
snakes in people’s yards." Though Kennedy spent some time in Arena’s office the

morning after the accident preparing his initial statement, Arena never thought to
question him. Nor were the other participants in the party interrogated. "After all,"
Arena told reporters, "when you have a U.S. Senator, you have to give him some
credibility."
As the crisis continued, the old Kennedy hands--Robert McNamara, Theodore
Sorensen, Richard Goodwin, Kenneth O’Donnell and Burke Marshall, among
others-~crowded the famous Hyannisport compound, taking every spare bed.
Only the house of Jacqueline Onassis, who was away, escaped service as a
dormitory. One group of advisers, led by McNamara, strongly urged a full and
immediate explanation. Finally, Ted agreed and the speechwriters--Sorensen,
J.F.K.’s wordsmith; David Burke, Ted’s administrative assistant; and Milton
Gwirtzman, a Washington lawyer and Kennedy friend--began their work. By the
time their output was broadcast, of course, much of the country was analyzing the
case..

--Jack Olsen (1925-2002) wrote The Bridge at Chappaquiddick in 1970, which I’ve
ordered from Amazon. He was a journalist and author known for his thorough, scholarly
approach to crime reporting. He was Midwest bureau chief for Time magazine and also
wrote for other publications, including Fortune, Vani~_ Fair, and Sports Illustrated,
where he was a senior editor. He wrote thirty-three books, many of which investigated
the life histories of violent career criminals.
FROM THE DUST JACKET:
On the night of July 18-19, 1969, a black Oldsmobile sedan plunged over the edge of a
narrow bridge on Chappaquiddick Island, Martha’s Vineyard. The overturned car,
submerged in the swirling waters beside the bridge, was not discovered until morning.
Inside the car was the body of Mary Jo Kopechne. A short while after the discovery -though many hours after the time of the accident -- Edward Moore Kennedy, U.S.
Senator from Massachusetts and a potential leading candidate for the Presidency of the
United States, walked into the Edgartown police station on Martha’s Vineyard and said
that he had been the driver of the car.
Thus began -- just as, ironically, the Apollo astronauts were speeding toward man’s first
rendezvous on the moon -- yet another tragic ordeal involving a Kennedy, an ordeal
fraught with confusion, mysterious discrepancies and unforeseeable political
consequences for both Senator Kennedy and the nation. In the weeks that followed, the
accident and the events surrounding it, as they were explained and rumored and theorized
upon, became, for many, only more mysterious, more suspect, more impenetrable. As the
questions multiplied, the possible answers seemed to recede, until a majority of
Americans came to believe that the whole truth had not been told. According to some, the
whole truth would never be known.
Jack Olsen, an experienced and award-winning reporter, went to Chappaquiddick Island
initially to research a book that would deal with the tragedy in terms of its political

consequences, its social implications, and the light it could shed on the demands (on
character, on style, on public and private behavior) of being a Kennedy, of being heir to a
great and tragic political legacy, of being specifically Ted Kennedy -- suddenly thrust
into the unaccustomed role of hero and hope for a large segment of the American people
who had, like this last surviving youngest brother, seen two previous heroes cruelly cut
down.
But as Olsen examined and reexamined the scene of the accident and interviewed and
reinterviewed the islanders who knew anything about it, it became clear that his book -this book -- would not only explore the broader implications, but would also have to
fathom the tragedy itself, in explicit detail. For Olsen had begun to find the inexplicable
explicable after all; the pieces of the puzzle began to fit.
Olsen’s original intentions are contained in The Bridge at Chappaquiddick, a precise and
detailed account of the hour-by-hour and day-by-day events of the accident, events
shocking and dramatic that have already reverberated throughout the American political
scene. To this carefully and closely researched account has been added a reconstruction
of what may have actually happened on the night of July 18-19, an explanation that is as
new and startling as it is coherent.

Jack Olsen is a senior editor at Time Incorporated. He has been a police reporter, feature
writer, radio and television newswriter and newscaster, magazine writer and editor, and
has won numerous journalism awards. Among his many books are Black Is Best: The
Riddle of Cassius Clay, The Climb Up to Hell, Silence on Monte Sole, Night of the
Grizzlies, and the forthcoming Book-of-the-Month Club selection, Aphrodite: Desperate
Mission, an account, written before Chappaquiddick, of the World War II mission in
which the first of the Kennedy brothers, Joseph P. Kennedy Jr., was killed.
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IN his sorrow last summer, he seemed larger than anyone had remembered. Forgotten were the earl:
misadventures of the youngest son of a rich and famous family. Like Shakespeare’s Prince Hal, he
was not what he had seemed to be, and friends and critics alike saw not an immature Senator from
Massachusetts but the legend’s last guardian. That summer he avoided a chance for the presidential
nomination. It would have been premature. But who could doubt that, if spared the fate of his
brothers, he would make his claim on the legacy in the future? In his first speech after the murder in
Los Angeles of Brother Robert, Edward Moore Kennedy proclaimed: "Like my three brothers before
me, I pick up a fallen standard. Sustained by the memory of our priceless years together, I shall try t~
carry forward that special commitment to justice, to excellence, to courage that distinguished their
lives."
The recollection of these words evoked bitter irony last week. Kennedy’s career was threatened not b
a violent enemy or a political foe but by a scandal that revealed a shocking lapse of judgment and
control.

Harried Seclusion

Kennedy’s lost night on Chappaquiddick off Martha’s Vineyard and the mystifying week that followe,
brought back all the old doubts. For approximately nine hours after the car that he was driving
plunged from Dike Bridge--carrying his only passenger, Mary Jo Kopechne, to a death by drowningKennedy failed to notify police. After his first brief and inadequate statement at the station house, hi;
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silence allowed time for both honest questions and scurrilous gossip to swirl around his reputation
and his future. Only once did the Senator leave the harried seclusion of the Kennedy compound at
Hyannisport--when he flew to the funeral at Plymouth, Pa., still wearing a neck brace he received
after the accident.
The Kennedy debacle became a topic of more interest in much of Washington and elsewhere in the
country than man’s landing on the moon. Americans in Saigon discussed the ease more than they dk
the war. Politicians began weighing the practical repercussions: What of his Senate seat? The party’s
future? One Republican National Committee official even noted that Kennedy’s value as a Demoerati
fund raiser had been destroyed.
Finally, at week’s end, Senator Kennedy did break his silence. Through his lawyers, Kennedy
withdrew his opposition to the misdemeanor proceedings against him, waiving a hearing scheduled
for this week. He then pleaded guilty at Dukes County Courthouse in Edgartown to a charge of
leaving the scene of an accident. That night Kennedy went on all-network TV to tell his story of what
happened before and after the accident and to make an artfully emotional appeal for the guidance of
the Massachusetts electorate as to whether he should resign from the Senate.
For all of its pain, the courtroom was probably the easier ordeal. Arriving 25 minutes before the 9
a.m. trial was to begin, Kennedy, accompanied by his wife Joan and his brother-in-law Stephen
Smith, looked like a mined man, the strain clearly showing in his drawn face. When the clerk asked
for his plea, the Senator softly replied, "Guilty," then, after a second, "Guilty," in a louder voice that
all the reporters and onlookers who crowded the 184o-vintage courtroom could hear. He uttered no
other word during the nine minutes the proceedings lasted.
Judge James Boyle pronounced sentence: two months in a house of correction, suspended for a year
Kennedy was not on formal probation, but he was made subject to the court’s jurisdiction for twelve
months. Prosecutor Walter Steele requested that Kennedy be spared imprisonment, as did one of
Kennedy’s three lawyers, saying that the "reputation of the defendant is known to the court, and to
the world."

Edgartown Police Chief Dominick Arena, who had investigated the accident and brought the charge
against the Senator, found no fault. "I’m satisfied," he told reporters, "and the case is closed."
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In legal terms, the chief was almost certainly right. Politically and morally, he could scarcely have
been farther from the truth. Speaking to the nation before a bookcase in his father’s house in
Hyannisport--his own house had insufficient electrical capacity for TV equipment--Kennedy sought
not only to fill some of the gaping holes in his earlier story, but, in an appeal slightly reminiscent of
Richard Nixon’s famous Checkers speech in 1952,* to salvage his political future as well. The
appearance did, in fact, answer a few of the questions, but left the most serious ones unanswered an~
raised a few that had not been asked before. The questions and the facts, so far as they are known:

WHAT WAS THE OCCASION? A group of secretaries and women aides from Robert Kennedy’s 196~
presidential campaign and several male Kennedy friends and retainers met for a cookout Friday, Jul"
18, at the small, two-bedroom Lawrence cottage that Kennedy’s cousin, Joseph Gargan, had rented
on Chappaquiddick. Kennedy said he had "encouraged and helped sponsor" the gathering for the
"devoted group" of women. It is a fact that such social reunions of Kennedy people are held
occasionally, and this one was not at all unusual.
There were six women and six men, including the Senator. Besides Mary Jo, the women, all from
Washington, were Susan Tannenbaum, Rosemary Keough, Esther Newberg, and two sisters, Nancy
and Mary Ellen Lyons. Besides Kennedy and Gargan, the men were Paul Markham, a former U.S.
attorney for Massachusetts; Jack Crimmins, a Kennedy employee; Charles Tredder and Raymond
Larusso, frequent sailing companions. Kennedy was registered at the Shiretown Inn in Edgartown,
across the channel from Chappaquiddick; the women were put up at The Dunes, a motel several mil~
away. Kennedy had raced his yacht, the Victura, that afternoon in the first heat of the annual
Edgartown Regatta, an event long attended by members of his family. Kennedy’s wife Joan remaine(
at their summer home on Squaw Island off Hyannisport. "Only reasons of health," Kennedy said,
prevented her from joining him. Mrs. Kennedy is expecting their fourth child around the first of the
year, though this was not necessarily the "reason of health." No other wives attended the party, and
no reasons were given for their absence.
WHY DID KENNEDY AND MISS KOPECHNE LEAVE? According to both his first written statemen
and his television accounting, Kennedy and Mary Jo left the party about 11:15 p.m. Though he failed
to repeat it on TV, his purpose, Kennedy told police, was to catch the last ferry at midnight back to
Martha’s Vineyard. The Senator, said one of the women last week, wanted to turn in early so that he
would be rested for the second race the next day, and Mary Jo’s mother later observed that "M.J."
was a "sleeper" who usually retired early. Kennedy reportedly offered to take Miss Kopechne back
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with him when Mary Jo said that she was tired.

Some of the other women, however, did not even know that Kennedy had left; none were aware of th
accident until the following morning.
At this point, according to the TV recounting, Kennedy faced up to one of the most damaging and
obvious questions: "There is no truth, no truth whatever, to the widely circulated suspicions of
immoral conduct that have been leveled at my behavior and hers regarding that evening. There has
never been a private relationship between us of any kind." No one can prove conclusively, of course,
that Kennedy was telling the truth about this aspect of the incident, but most evidence indicates that
he was, if for no other reason than that an affair in the night seemed totally out of character for Mary
Jo (see box, overleaf). Says Esther Newberg: "Mary Jo was not a stranger or a pickup. She was like a
member of the family." On the other hand, says a longtime Kennedy watcher, "one can also sense tha
Kennedy, jovial, relaxed, perhaps high, might have said: ’Come on, Mary Jo, and let’s have a look at
the ocean.’"

WAS KENNEDY DRUNK? According to his television statement, he was "not driving under the
influence of liquor" and, says Esther Newberg, "it was a steak cookout, not a Roman orgy. No one wa
drinking heavily." Still, it is unlikely that Kennedy abstained entirely--he never said that he did-and
the lack of a blood or breath test afterward can only arouse suspicion, justified or not. Kennedy has
been drinking more heavily since his brother was murdered last year, but he is far from being a
drunkard. He has been quite sober at several parties where liquor flowed freely, and a TIME
correspondent who has watched him for months has seen him drunk only once. And that was on an
airplane coming back from his celebrated trip to Alaska last winter. There is, in short, no proof eithe~
way.
HOW DID THE ACCIDENT HAPPEN? Leaving the cottage in his black 1967 Oldsmobile, Kennedy
was almost at once brought up against a T-junction. If he had turned left, he would have continued
along the paved Chappaquiddick Road leading toward the ferry crossing. But he turned his car fight
onto a dirt road leading to the wooden bridge and to the beach beyond. In his first statement to
police, Kennedy explained that he had simply made a wrong turn, heading to the right. That meant h
would have had to overlook a reflector arrow pointing the way to the ferry, and longfime residents sa
that all of the Kennedy brothers knew-or should have known--the area very well. The question
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arises: Could the Senator have traveled six-tenths of a mile down an unpaved road without knowing
that he was on the wrong course? Or was he knowingly heading for the beach?
The bridge, once reached, is demonstrably dangerous night or day, and someone was bound to go off
it sooner or later. A narrow (lo ft. 6 in.) structure without guard rails, it meets the road obliquely, so
that if a driver goes onto the bridge at exactly the same angle he has been traveling, he will
automatically wind up in the water. Kennedy’s car, in fact, got only 18 feet onto the bridge before
plunging into the pond. Locals recommend stopping altogether before leaving the road, then inching
forward at 5 m.p.h. Kennedy informed the state Bureau of Motor Vehicles, which suspended his
license last week pending its own administrative investigation, that he had been going 2o m.p.h.
There is no tangible evidence to dispute his figure, and there were no skid marks to indicate that
Kennedy had braked the car or had even been aware that he was in danger. It is known, however, th~
some members of Kennedy’s entourage refuse to ride with him because he is such a daredevil driver,
and Kennedy incurred four traffic convictions in the ’5os, two for speeding and two for reckless
driving.
HOW DID HE ESCAPE? Describing the climactic moment on television, Kennedy said that he had n
idea at all of how he got free of the car, which overturned in the tidal water. "I remember thinking, a~,
the cold water rushed in around my head," he said "that I was for certain drowning. Then water
entered my lungs, and I actually felt the sensation of drowning. But somehow I struggled to the
surface alive. I made immediate and repeated efforts to save Mary Jo by diving into the strong and
murky current, but succeeded only in increasing my state of utter exhaustion and alarm."
Encumbered with a back brace from his 1964 airplane crash, Kennedy must have found it difficult to
dive into the water, and the question is how strenuously he really tried. The tidal current was runnin
at ll/a knots. Considering the physical circumstances, and Kennedy’s description of his condition,
there is some doubt as to how much credibility this part of his story carries. When the car was
brought to the surface the next morning, a purse belonging to Rosemary Keough, Edward Kennedy’s
secretary, was found. This led to all kinds of speculation that Miss Keough might have been in the ca
along with Mary Jo. In fact, she had used the car earlier in the day to pick up a radio for the party an,
had forgotten the pocketbook in the automobile.
WHY DIDN’T HE CALL THE POLICE? In all accounts of the accident, the most mysterious gap--an~
unquestionably the most serious--was in what happened next. Why did he not immediately summor.
the police or a fire department rescue crew? "My conduct and conversation during the next several
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hours," Kennedy told the TV audience, "to the extent that I can remember them, make no sense to m
at all. My doctors informed me that I suffered a cerebral concussion as well as shock. I do not seek te
escape responsibility for my actions by placing the blame either on physical or emotional trauma
brought on by the accident or anything else. I regard as indefensible the fact that I did not report the
accident to the police immediately." Instead, he walked back to the cottage, and along his route he
passed four houses, at least one of which had lights showing.
At this point, the statement that Kennedy gave to the police and the accounting that he gave to the
public seemedto diverge. In the first version, he said that on returning to the cottage he climbed into
the back seat of a car and asked someone at the party to take him back to Edgartown. How he finally
managed to get to Edgartown he did not relate. In the second explanation, he said that when he
reached the cottage, he talked to Gargan and Paul Markham, a former U.S. attorney for
Massachusetts, and took them back to the bridge. Both of his friends then dived into the water,
Kennedy said on TV, but failed to find Mary Jo. "All kinds of scrambled thoughts" went through his
mind, said Kennedy, including the notion that perhaps the event had not happened at all, or, on the
other hand, perhaps "some awfill curse did actually hang over all the Kennedys." He added: "I was
overcome, I am frank to say, by a jumble of emotions -grief, fear, doubt, exhaustion, panic,
confusion and shock."
WAS KENNEDY IN SHOCK? In many ways, common sense chafes at the idea of shock, particularly
the kind that Kennedy described. How could he remember some things so well and other things not
at all? His memory did indeed seem highly selective.
Questioned by TIME, three experts said, however, that Kennedy’s behavior was not unusual for a
person who had suffered such an experience. By simple definition, shock causes a person to
dissociate himself temporarily from threatening circumstances. Subconsciously seeking the
protective company of those he knew, Kennedy might thus have passed up nearby houses that could
have offered help for the more certain, if more distant safety of his friends. "No one knows what his
own breaking point is," says Dr. Max Sadove, professor at the University of Illinois Medical School.
"It is different at different times for different people." Nevertheless, it remains somewhat difficult to
accept the thought that Kennedy’s state of shock could have allowed him the rational move of calling
on his friends for help and giving them various instructions but would have prevented him from
making the equally rational move of instructing them to call the police.
WHY DIDN’T GARGAN AND MARKHAM CALL THE POLICE? Assuming that Kennedy was in a
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state of shock, the conduct of Gargan and Markham is nothing less than incomprehensible. They are
both lawyers, although Gargan is used by Kennedy largely as companion for carrying out
miscellaneous chores--making reservations, ordering food, emptying glasses and drawing baths.
Though under no legal compulsion to do so, the two men could reasonably be expected to have callec
the police immediately if they were thinking of the girl. Not only would Mary Jo’s body have been
recovered faster, but her life might conceivably have been saved. Though only the slimmest of
possibilities existed, there is a chance that an air bubble might have remained for a brief time within
the submerged vehicle, giving the girl moments of life. If a bubble formed, it would have been in the
car’s rear, which was higher in the water than the heavy front end. Mary Jo’s body was, in fact, found
in the back seat, although she presumably had been riding in front next to Kennedy.
Beyond what would seem to be a natural instinct to get help quickly, a prompt call to the police woul
have saved Kennedy from some of the innuendo that followed--if indeed he was innocent of
drunkenness. One minor point not explained in any statement is how the two men--after undergoinl
the experience Kennedy describes--could return to the small group and arouse no curiosity. Kenned,
says only that he instructed them "not to alarm Mary Jo’s friends." As it is, the suspicion is bound to
linger that the only reason the two men did not call the police is that they were afraid that Kennedy
was in no shape to undergo breath or other tests for alcohol. Thus, they might have chosen to risk th~
lesser charge of leaving the scene of an accident over the graver charges that might have arisen from
drunken driving. It is, of course, possible that the two men were simply being inept. Whatever the
explanation, that point remains one of the weakest in Kennedy’s story.
HOW DID KENNEDY GET BACK TO EDGARTOWN? On TV he said that he had Gargan and
Markham drive him to the ferry crossing. The last scheduled ferry had already left--though it was
possible by special arrangements to have service resumed. On a sudden impulse, Kennedy said, he
jumped into the water and swam the 250-yard channel separating Chappaquiddick from Martha’s
Vineyard, "nearly drowning once again in the effort." Finally, he said, he collapsed in his hotel room,
going out only once before morning to talk to a man he identified as a clerk. Russell E. Peachey,
actually a co-owner of the Shiretown Inn, later told TIME Correspondent Frank Merrick that he did
indeed see Kennedy at 2:25 a.m., dressed in a suit coat and trousers that appeared dry. Kennedy
complained that party noise from an adjacent building was keeping him awake, and inquired what
the time was. To Peachey, Kennedy did not seem to be acting or talking strangely. As in the phase of
his story concerning his escape from the Oldsmobile, his recapitulation raises odd questions. How di
he have the strength to make the dangerous swim? If he was trying to sleep, as Peachey’s recollectior.
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indicates, why the suit?
On Chappaquiddick, meanwhile, the party apparently continued long past the time of the accident.
The remaining members of the group missed the ferry back to Edgartown and spent the night in the
cottage. There were not enough beds to go around and some had to sleep on couches or the floor.
Apparently Markham and Gargan left the party to help Ted without being noticed. What they did or
where they were for the remainder of the night is still not known.
WERE THE AUTHORITIES LAX? Edgartown Police Chief Dominick Arena, a well-meaning former
state trooper who had escaped to the island to avoid the tensions of the mainland, was on a diet of
tranquilizers last week. In his own words, he had never investigated anything more serious than
complaints of "snapping turtles or snakes in people’s yards." Though Kennedy spent some time in
Arena’s office the morning after the accident preparing his initial statement, Arena never thought to
question him. Nor were the other participants in the party interrogated. "After all," Arena told
reporters, "when you have a U.S. Senator, you have to give him some credibility."
Inundated with telephone calls and telegrams charging that Kennedy was not receiving the same
scrutiny anyone else might have, Arena heatedly said to newsmen: "Let me tell you-he is being
treated the same as everyone else." This hardly seems to have been the case. According to John
Farrar, the diver who retrieved Mary Jo’s body the next morning after an islander had reported the
submerged car and after Arena had himself made an unsuccessful attempt to recover the body, the
chief was informed that Kennedy was waiting for him back at Edgartown. By this time Arena knew
that it was Kennedy’s car and was attempting to have his office locate the Senator. When Arena hear,
that Kennedy preferred to talk to him in Edgartown rather than on Chappaquiddick, said Farrar,
Arena said: "Teddy wants me to go back to the station. I’ve got to go." Oddly, Kennedy had already
gone from Edgartown to Chappaquiddick not long before word of his presence in the area reached
Arena. He lingered at the ferry slip and while there, he said on TV, he tried to call Burke Marshall, a
prominent attorney and family friend, from a public telephone booth. Then he went back to
Edgartown and appeared at the police station.
Later in the week, Arena told reporters: "You people have been asking a lot of questions about
manslaughter and about other driving charges. The only case I have is of leaving the scene of an
accident. We have no witness who saw him driving. From my study of the scene, the dirt road, the
darkness, the narrow bridge where the car fell, it was an accident, a true accident." Actually, under
Massachusetts law, a charge of manslaughter, which requires "willful or wanton" conduct, would
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have been very unlikely. Even assuming the worst, Kennedy’s actions would probably not have met
that extreme criterion.
Nonetheless, neither Arena, Dr. Donald Mills, the associate medical examiner, nor Arena’s superiors
Prosecutor Steele and District Attorney Edmund Dinis, can brag about their handling of what is
probably the most publicized case they will ever be associated with. In keeping with Arena’s sketchy
investigation, Mills, who pronounced Mary Jo dead, omitted an autopsy. Mills examined the body,
but an autopsy would have shown how much Mary Jo had been drinking. Instead, a blood sample,
which is much less conclusive, was taken that showed she had drunk a moderate amount. "An
autopsy is best in cases like these," said District Attorney Dinis, "because it clears the air and there is
no room for speculation." Dinis, however, did not order an autopsy or take over the inquiry from
Arena, and both of these steps were in his power.
WHY DID KENNEDY WAIT SO LONG TO EXPLAIN? His own explanation on TV: "Prior to my
appearance in court, it would have been improper for me to comment on these matters." Scarcely
anything he finally did say, however, could have damaged his legal case. In any event, the damage to
his public case and reputation was so shattering that an early accounting was in his overriding
interest. For six days the simplest details remained unexplained and were an endless source of
speculation. Until Kennedy went before the cameras, a report by a county deputy sheriff, Christophe
Look, that he had seen three people in a car headed toward the bridge at 12:4o a.m.--almost an hour
and a half after Kennedy had said that he had left the party--was a mine of burning gossip. The three
people, of course, were most likely Kennedy, Gargan and Markham.

Was it possible that Kennedy, like Abe Fortas, had such pride of place that he thought he could ignor
the buzz and emerge unscathed? Some did not doubt it for a minute. Others at least wondered if the~
was not, in fact, a peculiar Kennedy hubris.
As the crisis continued, the old Kennedy hands--Robert MeNamara, Theodore Sorensen, Richard
Goodwin, Kenneth O’Donnell and Burke Marshall, among others-crowded the famous Hyannisport
compound, taking every spare bed. Only the house of Jaequeline Onassis, who was away, escaped
service as a dormitory. One group of advisers, led by McNamara, strongly urged a full and immediat,
explanation. Finally, Ted agreed and the speeehwriters-Sorensen, J.F.K.’s wordsmith; David Burke,
Ted’s administrative assistant; and Milton Gwirtzman, a Washington lawyer and Kennedy friendbegan their work. By the time their output was broadcast, of course, much of the country was
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analyzing the case.
Newspapers, for the most part, agreed prior to the television speech that Kennedy had some
explaining to do. The usually sympathetic Boston Globe stated editorially: "It is in his own best
interest as well as the public’s that all the facts should come out." The Cleveland Press, reviewing the
questions left unanswered by Ted’s police station statement, declared: "The public is entitled to a
better explanation than it has had yet." For all its smooth carpentry, the television statement did not
dispel most such doubts and questions. The New York Times, which had begun its coverage in a miff
and reticent way but gradually stepped it up in intensity, ran an editorial under the headline STILL
TRAGEDY AND A MYSTERY. Said the Times: "His emotion-charged address leaves us less than
satisfied with his partial explanations for a gross failure of responsibility, and more than ever
convinced that the concerned town, county and state officials of Massachusetts have also failed in
their duty thoroughly to investigate this case because of the political personality involved."
Ultimately, of course, the issue is Edward Kennedy’s character and personality. As Chicago’s Daily
News put it: those whom Ted may hope to serve as President are entitled "to know something of the
inner workings of his mind under grave stress."

Pool of Blood

Some psychiatrists, both professional and amateur, posed some other interesting questions about
those inner workings of his mind. Did the accident and his behavior after it represent some sort of
subconscious desire to escape the path that seemed ahead of him? Or was it an unwitting wish to
avoid the burdens of becoming a presidential candidate? Few who knew him doubted that in one
sense he very much wanted to take that path, but that at the same time he had a fatalistic, almost
doomed feeling about the prospect. Such speculation about his psyche may very well be entirely
fanciful. But there is no question that since Robert’s assassination he has been a different and deeply
trOubled man.
He was both more and less serious than he used to be-and more complicated. For one thing, he
faced considerable responsibilities. He was suddenly, at the relatively young age of 36, the torch
bearer of the Kennedy political tradition. "I came into politics in my brother Joe’s place," his brother
John had once said. "If anything happens to me, Bobby will take my place, and if Bobby goes, we ha,~
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Teddy coming along." There were also family responsibilities. Joe Kennedy, the patriarch of the clan
was partially paralyzed and only partly conscious of what happened around him, and Ted was now ir
effect acting as father to 15 children, three of his own, ten of his brother Robert’s (an eleventh child
was born later) and, until Jacqueline Kennedy’s remarriage, two of John’s.
By any standard, he handled his duties, official and nonofficial, with devotion. Ted was probably a
better Senator than were his two brothers, who found the Senate confining; with only one or two
missteps, he served ably. When the 91st Congress assembled in January, he unseated Louisiana’s
bombastic Russell Long as assistant majority leader. He was a beneficiary, of course, of the grace of
being a Kennedy. Without that, he would probably never have won his Senate seat in the first place,
and he certainly would never have been considered, at his age and level of experience, a serious
presidential contender. Yet he was well-liked in the Senate, was deferential to his elders; he played b:
the rules and did his homework. If he was far less abrasive-and far less disliked--than Bobby, he als
seemed to lack his brother’s genuine heat and passion for the causes he backed. In recent months he
had only just begun to make a record: speeches on Viet Nam, the space program and the ABM--all ol
them cautiously worked out with the help of advisers, on whom he relied more than his brother did.
But he gained confidence in his own political judgment and seemed to believe a statement that has
been attributed to both John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson, that Ted is the best politician in the
Kennedy family.
At the same time, he could not forget the image of his brother lying in a pool of his own blood in the
kitchen of the Ambassador Hotel. He made clear to his closest associates that he knew better than
anyone else that there were uncounted numbers of psychopaths who might like to claim the murder
of the last of the Kennedy brothers. Once he reportedly said: "I know that I’m going to get my ass she
off one day, and I don’t want to." He talked privately of how his father had watched the Eisenhower
funeral on television and of how the former ambassador had thought that his youngest son was bein~
buried. Ted, who had always been the blithest brother, and the least intellectual or introspective,
could now be morose at times.

The youngest, handsomest and most spoiled of the Kennedy brothers had often seemed shallow and
irresponsible.

Apart from the famous exam-cheating episode at Harvard, there were numerous pranks-riding a
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bronco in the West or landing a plane without adequate training. Recently, his desire for kicks
seemed to friends to be tinged with a tomorrow-we-die spirit. He seemed in private more fatigued
the demands of his public image. As LIFE reports this week, Kennedy would be in a room and feel
people pressing in on him. His aides would hear him mumble "T.M.B.S."--Too Many Blue Suits --an
they would know that it was time to clear the room.
As for women, there are countless rumors in Washington, many of them conveyed with a ring of
conviction. Some who have long watched the Kennedys can say with certainty that he often flirts witl
pretty girls in situations indiscreet for someone named Ted Kennedy. At the same time, he and his
wife Joan are rumored to have had their troubles. There is no question that they are frequently
separated. On one journey alone last summer, he was seen in the company of another lovely blonde
on Aristotle Onassis’ yacht. Such incidents might be recounted about innumerable people in
Washington and elsewhere; it is only the Martha’s Vineyard tragedy that suddenly makes them seem
pertinent.

Prayers Sought
How will the case affect Kennedy’s political career? One factor will be to what extent the U.S. public
accepts his TV account of the debacle. It was a slick, carefully written statement that was welldelivered, with uncanny echoes of the haunting John Kennedy voice. Apart from its failure to answex
key questions, it was disturbing in other respects. It played somewhat cheaply on the "Kennedy
curse" and brought in rather more than necessary the shades of the slain brothers. Above all,
Kennedy seemed to want it both ways. He asked to shoulder the blame for what happened: "I regard
as indefensible the fact that I did not report the accident to the police immediately." At the same tim~
he was obviously also begging to be excused. "I would understand full well why some might think it
right for me to resign. I ask you tonight, the people of Massachusetts, to think this through with me.
In facing this decision, I seek your advice and opinion. In making it, I seek your prayers."

There could be no doubt that the appeal was effective with many listeners and that Massachusetts,
any rate, would not abandon him. The speech, said Harvard Government Professor Samuel Beer, wa
a "great tribute to his humanity and strength." Many other Bay Starers obviously agreed. Tens of
thousands of telegrams and phone calls offering support came into newspapers and TV and radio
stations. Elsewhere, of course, reaction was more mixed. The usual surge of Kennedy hate mail came
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to Arena and, cruelly enough, to the dead woman’s parents. In Massachusetts, where the Kennedys
are almost sacrosanct, Republicans will probably still have a tough time finding a candidate of statur
to contest Kennedy’s Senate seat next year. In the Senate proper, his future may be unaffected.
Members are notably tolerant of all kinds of peccadilloes by fellow Senators. "After all," noted Senat~
Majority Leader Mike Mansfield last week, "even a politician is human."

The Rigors of the Oval Office
But in some respects, a presidential candidate must be above the larger human frailties. Some peoph
will always wonder whether Kennedy, who at best bent and broke under extreme pressure, can stand
up to the rigors of the Oval Office. Would his judgment, like his brother’s, remain unimpaired
through the tension of a Cuban missile crisis? "Can we really trust him if the Russians come over the
ice cap?" asked one Washington analyst last week. "Can he make the kind of split-second decisions
the astronauts had to make in their landing on the moon? If this becomes a problem for him, some o
the stuff he admitted about his behavior could be brought back and used against him." One sick joke
already visualizes a Democrat asking about Nixon during the I972 presidential campaign: "Would
you let this man sell you a used car?" Answer: "Yes, but I sure wouldn’t let that Teddy drive it."
Many Democrats as well as Republicans, liberals as well as conservatives, rushed to write Kennedy’s
political obituary. Many more, however, again from both parties and both ends of the political
spectrum, were less convinced that the Senator had been damaged beyond repair. The situation has
been widely compared with Richard Nixon’s own comeback from defeat and eclipse--although the
cases are entirely different, since Nixon has never been involved in a personal tragedy of such
significance. Some years of hard work and impeccable behavior might well restore Kennedy’s chance
in public life. Some political observers believe that his resignation from the Senate--even if he is
overwhelmingly supported by the Massachusetts public-would only help that process by
demonstrating his sincere contrition. "’Never’ is a long time," said one moderate Republican Senato~
"Kennedy has been hurt, but we’re all so close to it this week that I just don’t think anyone can judge
so soon just how badly he’s been hurt." The electorate’s memory, of the good as well as the bad, can
be surprisingly short.

Remember 1988
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In any event, Kennedy has undoubtedly slipped drastically in the odds counting for the 1972
nomination, even as Edmund Muskie, Hubert Humphrey and George McGovern--not to mention
some man yet unknown--have gained. That year is not out, of course, but the prospect last week was
that 1976, when Ted will be only 44, will be more promising for him. Beyond that no one can see. It i.
worth noting that in 1988, another presidential year, Kennedy will be only one year older than
Richard Nixon was when he finally won the crucial plurality.

Whatever conclusions political leaders and the public ultimately reach, however long or short the
national memory, Kennedy may suffer in another, more basic way. He has not been a man devoid of
self-doubt for some time. Now this burden could grow heavier, as he compares the Kennedy standar~
as it was passed to him and its present condition. Can he be sure of his own judgment and grit? He
himself acknowledged the dilemma last week when he quoted from J.F.K.: "The stories of past
courage cannot supply courage itself. For this, each man must look into his own soul."

* Under attack for having accepted an $18,ooo private expense fund raised by California supporters, Nixon, the G.O.P.
vice-presidential candidate, went on TV to explain and ask for a public verdict. One contribution he would never give up
Nixon said, was his daughters’ dog Checkers-hence the name given the speech.
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Administrative Practices and Procedures Subcommittee
Fall, 1972
Subcommittee Membership
Edward Kennedy (D) - Chairman
Philip Hart (D)
Birch Bayh (D)
Quentin Burdick (D)
John Tunney (D)
Strom Thurmond (R)
Charles Mathias, Jr. (R)
Edward Gurney (R)
Subcommittee Staff
James F. Flug - Chief Counsel
Michael Epstein - Asst. Counsel
Thomas D. Rowe, Jr. - Asst. Counsel
Thomas Susman- Asst. Counsel
Carmine Bellino - Chief Investigator
Henry Herlong - Minority Counsel
Caroline Croft - Asst. Clerk
Carolyn Mangone - Asst. Clerk
Mafia Facchina - Secretary
Scope of Responsibilities
According to Senate Resolution 333 of the 91st Congress: The Committee on the
Judiciary, or any duly authorized subcommittee thereof is authorized under sections
134(a) and 136 of the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, and in
accordance with its jurisdictions specified by Rule XXV of the Standing Rules of the
Senate, to make a full a complete study and investigation of administrative practices and
procedures within the departments and agencies of the United States in the exercise of
their rulemaking, licensing, investigatory, law enforcement, and adjudicatory functions,
including a study of the effectiveness of the Administrative Procedure Act and the study of
the recommendations of the Administrative Conference of the United States, with a view
to determining whether additional legislation is required to provide for the fair,
impartial, and effective performance of such functions.

Subpoenas
¯ Kennedy had authority to issue subpoenas relating to inquiry on "authorization,
financing, direction, control, operation, products, beneficiaries, participants,
methods, and results of the alleged wiretapping and related political espionage
and sabotage activities."
¯ Kennedy began issuing subpoenas for records and documents in mid-October,
1972.

¯
¯

Five were issued by the end of October, one of which was to Chesapeake and
Potomac Telephone Company.
The subcommittee subpoenaed Donald H. Segretti, an undercover agent allegedly
hired to sabotage the Democrat campaign in November, 1972.

Kennedy Panel Summons Watergate Figure
By Carl Bcrnstein and Bob Woodward Washington Post Staff Writers
The Washington Post, Times Herald (1959-1973); Dec 1, 1972; ProQuest Historical Newspapers The Washington Post (1877 - 1990)
pg. A2

Kennedy Panel Summons Watergate .Figure
By Carl Bernstein
and Bob Woodward
Donald H. Segretti, identi[fled by federal investigators
[as an undercover agent al~legedly hired by White House
aides to sabotage and spy on
the campaigns of Democratic
presidential candidates, has
been subpoenaed to testify by
a Senate subcommittee headed
by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy
(DMass.)
The subpoena is the most

persuasive indication to date
that Kennedy intends to pur~
sue an investigation by his
,subcommittee into the Watergate.brcak-in case and relatad
alleged acts of political sabotago and espionage.
Although Kennedy’s staff
members refused to discuss
the matter, other Capitol Hill
sources confirmed yesterday
that the senator’s Judiciary
Stthcammittee on Administra-i
tire Practice and Procedure
had subpoenaed Segretti iora
closcd-door appearance before
the e.nd of the year.
The subpoena, they said,
calls for Segretti to bring with.
him any records or documents
he may have that are related
to acts of alleged political
sabotage and espionage.
The subpoena, the same
sources said, does not necessarily mean that Kennedy’s
probe will lead to open public
hearings by the subcommittee. That will depend on the
quality of information
rained during the subcommittee’s investigation and whether successful attempts are
made to kil! the probe
either the White House, Senate Republicans or Sen. James
O. ~astiand (D-Miss.), who is

chairman of the full Judiciary
Committee and often an ally
of the White House.
The sources also categorically denied published reports
that plans are being made to
voluntarily drop the Kennedy
probe or transfer it to another
congressional committee.
Because the issuance of
subpoena--served on SegrettiI
at his Los Angeles CountyI
apartment in Marina Del ReyI
--indicates Kennedy’s investi.
~gation is proceeding aggres-]
sively, it could trigger
tempts to stop the probe,
Senate sources said.
Segretti has refused to
discuss publicly what role--if!
any--he played in an under-I
cover campaign of sabotage
and spying that federal investigators say was conceived in!
the White House and directed l

by presidential aides against

Ithe Democrats.

[ After Oct. 10, when The
I Washington Post first deIscrthed the undercover activity
[and identified Segrettt as a
[participant in it, he disappeared from public view.
He returned to his fashionable one-bedroom, California
apartment on Nov. 10 and,
when visited by a Post re!purter the next day, refused
i to discuss his alleged activities
. for the record.
Segretti, according to information obtained by The
Washington Post, attempted
to hire numerous persons for
activities aimed at disrupting
and spying on the campaigns
of Democratic candidates. It
is known that some of those
persons carried out those
activities.
~
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Segretti reportedly~vas hired
forhis alleged und~e~cover
work by Dwight L. Chapin,
President Nixon’s. appointments secretary and one of his
closest aides. Chapin has.
~called such reports "funds-:
mentally inaccurate," but
neither he nor other White
House staff members have
been willing to discuss the
reports in detail.

WATERGATE, From A1
any m.att~.r relating to the sub~ommittee’s investigation.
Meanwhile yesterday, U.S..~
;Sirica., poai~oneii, un .tL~. ~Jan.’8
the ti4~of. ~eveh!men’~ J~d!~ted’

:fu~/the W~te~at~.".bu~L~g

ease, saytng, he haL] ’a ~lnched
nerve and..bad., been. advised
i~by hlS..physicians not to:hear.
,had be en"~:scl~e~luled.~ t01~]~ egin
on Nov..15~ ,~’~.,
~..T~e i~an~6:,O~ su~enas
bythe K~iinedy:Shbcommittee.
W~ c0nfl~med yesterday by’
Fred Langb_~in. ¢h~ef..sp~)kes.
:man foi~ the C&P Telephone
Co, who said that. records had
already been sent to Capitol
-Hill. "We were served last
.week and responded by turn.ing over the information last
Friday," Langbein said.
He declined to say ,.w~z~ ose
phone re~cords--presum~ibly ~f
lon~ dlsfance.d~lls-~d been
sought.by ’the .~. ubeomml~tee,
or .r~ve~l th~:n,~nber of per.
.’son~ whose r~¢o~ds Were sub~poeheded.. ¯ ’" " :
S0urce~,,el0se to KennedY’s
investigation, said...~t~l~ subpe..
n’eas had/also be~.~issued t~
four banks and b~s[ness firms,"
ordering them to supply rele’v~fit re~ords,
On Oct. 19., I~nnedy said it
,was his "intention" to issue
subpoenas, but he has de.
clined to slw whether he actually had issued.any.
Congressional sources said
this was because Kennedy
wanted to conduct his’i~v.esti.
~ation quietly ::azid avoid the
type of partisim’ dispute that
erupted earlier this month
when the House Banking an~
~ui~rency .Committee °tried
open public’ hes~lngs and ob
rain subpoena. Power for a
W~tergate Jnvesttg~itibn.
On Oct. 3, the ~anking commitres, following ’ a week: of
heavy Republican lobbying..
voted ~0 to~15 s~ainst holding
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Watergate Data Subpoenaed
By Bob Woodward and Carl Bemstein Washington Post Staff Writers
The Washington Post, Times HeraM (1959-1973); Oct 28, 1972; ProQuest Historical Newspapers The Washington P
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Sen. Kennedy Prepares for P~obe

Watergate Data Subpoenaed
By Bob Woodward
and Carl Bernstein
W~hin~,on Post atsft Writers

Sen. Edward M. Kennedyl
has been subpoenaing records i
and documents for two weeks
for his subcommittee’s investigation of the Watergate bugging alld alleged political espionage.
Although Kennedy’s Sub.
committee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure has at-

tempted to keep the issuance[
of subpoenas a secret, The[
Washington Post has learned[
that at least five have been is-]
sued, including one to theI
Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company.
l
Kennedy is said to have at
least eight lawyers and Investigators working vlrtuaIIy full
time on the Watergate and
events disclosed since Democratic headquarters were broken into June 17.

Capitol tllll sources said
Kennedy will in all probability
wait until well beyond the
Nov. 7 ejection before attempt.ing to open public hearings.
James F. Flug, chief counsel
]of Kennedy’s subcommittee,
!said last night that as In the
’, past he would not comment on
See WATERGATE, A6, Col. 5
Watergate ~iOures li~.ked to
mill~ co.op contributions.
Parle A5
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Political figures are said to be remembered in one line. George Washington was the
father of his country. Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves. Ronald Reagan won the
Cold War without firing a shot. Ted Kennedy let a woman die at Chappaquiddick
and tried to cover it up. If obituaries rightly remember the Massachusetts solon as
America’s third longest serving senator, they do history a disservice by downplaying
why he served so long in the Senate and not a day in the White House.
"It was widely assumed that after Jack’s two terms, Bobby and Ted would follow
him into the Oval Office," Ed Klein writes in his new biography of Ted Kennedy.
"Together, the three brothers would rule for nearly a quarter of a century: Jack
1961-1969; Bobby 1969-1977; and Ted, 1977-1985." If true believers in Camelot
mythology thought the youngest Kennedy destined for the presidency, Ted
Kennedy’s history showed him destined to be Ted Kennedy.

Named after his father’s chauffer and, as one biographer uncharitably called him,
"whoremaster," Edward Moore Kennedy never had a chance to be anyone but
Edward Moore Kennedy. Joe Kennedy’s ambition to be president, jeopardized by
his burning affair with starlet Gloria Swanson, moved the family patriarch to offer
more money, trips, and servants to his alienated wife in return for a ninth child that
would keep the scandal sheets off his back. As biographer Joe McGinniss explained,
Ted Kennedy’s "very existence was the result of an act of political calculation on his
father’s part."
Kennedy’s childhood took him, as the American ambassador’s son, to the Court of
St. James where met the Queen of England, and, as a scion of one o~:America’s most
famous Catholic families, to the Vatican, where he took first communion from Pope
Pius XII. Mostly though, his childhood took him away from his parents -- whose
jet-setting lifestyles left little time for actual parenting. At one boarding school
outside of Boston, a classmate remembered that Rose and Joe Kennedy never
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visited their youngest son at school. Prior to high school, Kennedy attended ten
different schools.

"He was my baby," mother Rose remembered, "and I tried to keep him my baby."
When he was a man, this showed. He cheated his way out of Harvard. He led police
on drunken high-speed chases while at law school in Charlottesville, Va. He bedded
the most available women. When he finally settled down with Joan Bennett, his
virgin bride surmised that he did so mainly because she refused to give him what so
many of his girlfriends had "The only reason he wanted to marry me," Joan
reflected, "was because he couldn’t get me any other way." The tone of the marriage
was set when, upon watching the commemorative film of her wedding, Joan heard
John Kennedy -- momentarily unaware that he was miked up for the wedding
motion picture -- tell his youngest brother that being married didn’t mean he had to
stop sleeping with other women. After a lifetime observing the brazen adultery of
his father, and hearing stories of his grandfather’s liaisons derailing his reelection as
mayor of Boston, the advice probably seemed redundant.
The election of such a man to the United States Senate in 1962 struck many,
particularly the liberals who would grow to lionize Ted Kennedy, as a bad joke.
Theologian Reinhold Niebuhr dubbed the youngest Kennedy son’s bid for office "an
affront to political decency." Washington Post columnist Mary McGrory said the
trick in discussing the neophyte’s senate run was "to keep an absolutely straight
face." Prof. Mark De Wolfe Howe of Harvard Law School, a sometime advisor to
John F. Kennedy, found the youngest Kennedy’s candidacy "preposterous and
insulting." But the pedigree of the 3o-year-old kid brother of the President bested
that of Edward McCormack, the nephew of the Speaker of the House, in the
Democratic primary. And then in the general election, the pedigree defeated George
Cabot Lodge’s, whose father, great-grandfather, and great-great-great-greatgrandfather had sat in that Senate seat, and that of Supreme Court Chief Justice
Charles Evans Hughes’s grandson, H. Stuart Hughes, who ran as an independent
"peace" candidate. All of this left an exasperated New York Times to declare, "The
victory for Edward Kennedy is demeaning to the dignity of the Senate and the
democratic process."

Despite his intellectual and character deficiencies, Ted was the family’s natural
politician. His glad-handing and gregarious nature showed him as a Fitzgerald and
not a Kennedy. It was from his grandfather, the lovable rogue John "Honey Fitz"
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Fitzgerald, a one-term mayor of Boston who got kicked out of Congress after vote
fraud got him into Congress, that Ted Kennedy inherited the political gene.
Whereas Jack was aloof and Bobby was vindictive, Ted was a back-slapping, if not
man-of-the-people, than at least man-comfortable-among-the-people. One
wouldn’t dream of seeing the so-strident Bobby, or the debonair Jack, dressed as
Barney the Dinosaur or in drag as Iran-Contra sex symbol Fawn Hall -- as Ted
hilariously did, strangely, at his annual Christmas parties.

The frivolity certainly masked pain. His was a life of tragedy. Sister Rosemary
lobotomized. Brother Joe killed in a daring mission over enemy lines. Sister
Kathleen killed in a plane crash. Brothers Jack and Bobby assassinated. Later, his
wife Joan endured a stillborn birth and miscarriage. In 1964, the senator escaped
death when his plane, en route to a Democratic meeting in Springfield, Mass., went
down in an apple orchard. His son Teddy, at 12, had a leg amputated at the knee in
1973. Ted Kennedy lived to see so many of his siblings’ offspring, whom he had
served as a surrogate father, destroy their own lives through drugs, bad sexual
choices, and general recklessness. Apart from the obvious pulls of ethnicity and
religion, these tragedies, vicariously experienced by his constituents, emotionally
bound the Massachusetts electorate to their elected.
But as a shadow President for liberal America, Kennedy’s constituency extended
well beyond Massachusetts. Bussing, gun control, abortion, gay rights, and
outlawing capital punishment were among the hot-button issues Kennedy
championed that so endeared him to his party’s left wing. It is perhaps a metaphor
for modern liberalism’s partiality toward purity in defeat over compromise in
victory that its leading exponent, in his four-decade fight for socialized medicine,
always fought the good fight but never secured the legislative triumph. Perhaps
more so than the causes he advocated, the enemies he attracted made him a hero to
American progressives. "After all is said and done," the late Republican strategist
Lee Atwater quipped in 199o, "Ted Kennedy is still the man in American politics
Republicans love to hate."
They hated him in large part because in the wee hours of July 18, 1969, Ted
Kennedy drove Mary Jo Kopechne to her death and, rather than report the accident
to the police, spent the next ten hours or so sobering up, attempting to cajole his
drinking buddies to vouch for his innocence in the matter, and calling his lawyer, a
German girlfriend, and political cronies. The indifference was particularly galling to
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many involved in the case. "She didn’t drown," the diver who retrieved Kophechne’s
body from Kennedy’s Oldsmobile Delmont 88, steadfastly held. "She died of
suffocation in her own air void. It took her at least three or four hours to die. I
could have had her out of that car in 25 minutes after I got the call. But he didn’t
call." As with Watergate, it was more the cover-up than the crime that infuriated
observers.
Though Chappaquiddick unleashed no political repercussions upon Kennedy in
Massachusetts, it undermined his moral authority throughout his career. His lone
run for the presidency in 198o was stymied in part by President Jimmy Carter’s
clever ads obliquely, but never directly, referring to Chappaquiddick. When one
voter said of Kennedy in a Carter commercial, "I don’t think he could deal with a
crisis," every viewer knew exactly what he meant. When Kennedy lectured South
Africans on apartheid in the 198os, a leading daily’s headline read: "He’s Teaching
Us Morals?" During the Anita Hill-Clarence Thomas he-said/she said and the
brouhaha over John Tower’s nomination to be secretary of Defense, Ted Kennedy
was the invisible man.
He was the consummate politician, whose admirers saw principle wherever
expedience glared. When the Vietnam War was popular among his constituents, he
was "prepared to see a long and difficult struggle." When the war’s popularity
waned, he became a leading dove. When abortion struck his Catholic base as
anathema in the early 197os, Ted Kennedy spoke out forcefully against it. "[O]nce
life has begun," he wrote in 1971, "no matter at what stage of growth, it is my belief
that termination should not be decided merely by desire." When the winds shifted
within the Democratic Party, Kennedy became the leading voice in the Senate on
behalf of abortion on demand. In 2005, Kennedy wrote in the Boston Globe, "The
President, the Vice President, the secretary of State, and the attorney general tell us
that the President can order domestic spying inside this country - without judicial
oversight -- under his power as commander in chief. Really? Where do they find
that in the Constitution?" Where did John Kennedy, or his attorney general, Bobby
Kennedy, find that power in the Constitution. Warranfless wiretapping, which Ted
Kennedy carped about during the George W. Bush Administration, enjoyed his vocal
support during his brother’s administration. Just last week a letter released over
Kennedy’s signature asked the Massachusetts General Court to repeal a law, which
Kennedy pushed just a few years earlier when Republican Mitt Romney was
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governor, which stripped the executive of the power to fill vacancies and instead
allow special elections to do so. The Bay State’s governor, tellingly, is now a
Democrat.
His brother Jack escalated the Vietnam War and is remembered as a dove who
never, ever would have involved America in Vietnam had he lived. His brother
Bobby, who wiretapped the Rev. Martin Luther King,Jr.’s phones and bugged his
hotel rooms, is perversely remembered as a civil-rights martyr -- with his picture
hanging alongside King’s in the homes of many black Americans. And Ted
Kennedy, who caddishly left a woman to die as he plotted ways to rescue his
political career, found himself canonized as a saint of the women’s movement. Ted’s
life, like the lives of his two older brothers, vindicates the advice father Joe once
offered him: "You must remember, it’s not what you are that counts but only what
people think you are."

Daniel J. Flynn is a columnist for HUMAN EVENTS and the author of Blue Collar Intellectuals:
When the Enliqhtened and the Everyman Elevated America (ISI Books, 2011).
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Story Highlights
Source: Sen. Kennedy returns to Congress on Wednesday
Senate is voting on a key Medicare bill dealing with funding doctors
He was diagnosed with a cancerous brain tumor two months ago

From Ted Barrett
CNN Congressional Producer

WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Sen. Ted Kennedy on Wednesday made his first appearance in Congress since having brain
surgery, arriving on foot.
Kennedy was greeted by his colleagues with a lengthy standing ovation when he walked onto the Senate floor just after 4:15
p.m.
Kennedy, who was diagnosed with a cancerous brain tumor nearly two months ago, returned to work to help break a
Republican filibuster of an important Medicare bill, a senior Democrat on Capitol Hill told CNN.
The 76-year-old Massachusetts Democrat had surgery to remove the tumor June 2 and is now undergoing chemotherapy
and radiation treatment.
The source said Kennedy’s family had been concerned the travel would be too strenuous for the 76-year-old Massachusetts
Democrat, who had surgery to remove the tumor and is now undergoing chemotherapy and radiation treatment.
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid talked to Kennedy’s wife, Vicki, twice since Sunday about having Kennedy return for the
vote, the source said. Reid "was not pushing, just asking," the source said. ~i! Interactive: A closer look at Ted Kennedy ~
A vote just over a week ago fell one vote shy of clearing the filibuster. The underlying bill would reverse a 10.6 percent cut in
Medicare payments to doctors that will go into effect this month.
Kennedy is chairman of the Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee and is an influential Democrat on health-care
issues.
Some members of the Democratic leadership thought it would be a "great idea" if Kennedy was able to return because it
would "buck up" Democratic senators who have worked hard to pass the stalled bill, the source said.
All AboutE~lward M. Kenn de~ ¯ Brain Cancer

Find this article at:
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WITH THE COMPLIMENTS EIF

~arbara Hack~nan Franklin

They hold power at high levels in Washington.
And they all once worked for Ted Kennedy.
By Drew Lindsay
In a 1979 photo by Time~s Diana Walker, Ted Kennedy and Strom Thurmond
lock horns at a Scnate Judiciary Committee session. A young Kennedy aide
slips into the frame, just over his boss’s
shoulder. The caption doesn’t identify
the aide, but it’s 41-year-old Stephen
Breyer, 15 years before his appointment
to the Supreme Court.
Among the legions who’ve ~vorked for
Kennedy during his 46 years in the Senate, dozens like Breyer are near the top
ofWashington’s hicrarchy of power. This
network of former aides, which reaches
nearly every field, is Kennedy’s legacy to
Washington.

Like Bob Dole and the late Pat Moynihan, Kennedy turned his of’rices into
a proving ground for the best and the
brightest. "You didn’t come back to him
and say it ~vas impossible," says Melody
Miller, a friend and fbrmer aide. "You figured out how to do the impossible."
When a Kennedy-written bill passed,
staff’got notes of thanks from the boss or
a copy of the roll-call vote card with the
inscription "We did this together."
In addition to his personal and campaign offices, Kennedy has chaired both
the Judiciary and Health committees,
overseeing more than 100 staffers. Here
are some of those noteworthy alumni:

LAW
Jeffrey Blattner. Was key adviser to
Justice Department crusader Joel Klein
in Microsoft antitrust suit.
David Boies. Top trial laxvyer--counscl for A1 Gore (Bush ~,. Gore), Yankees
owner George Steinbrcnner.
Stephen Breyer. Thc Supreme Court
justice did two stints on Judiciary in the
1970s, taking a leave fi’om the Harvard
La~v faculty to be chief counsel.
Greg Craig. Top defense attorney (Bill
Clinton impeachment, John Hinckley,
Elian Gonzalez’s father).
Ken Feinberg. Superlawycr. Handled
financial settlements for 9/11 victims.
Jim Flug, Kennedy point man on Supreme Court nomination fights.
Thomas Henderson. Headed the Association ofTtial Lax~Tcrs of America for
17 years.
Thurgood Marshall Jr. Clinton Cabinet secretary and Gore deputy counsel.
Thomas Susman. Director of’government affhirs for Ametican Bar Association.

Bill Carrick. Top political consultant.
John Culver. Represented Io~va in the
House and Senate for 16 years. Founded
Arcnt Fox government-relations practice.
Stephanie Cutter. Chief of staff for
Michelle Obama.
Susan Estrich. TVpundit. Rm~ Michael

nedy’s 1980 presidential run.
John Kerry. Volunteercd on Kennedy’s first Senate campaign in 1962.
Paul Kirk. DNC chair in the 1980s.
Tom Lopach. Finance chief" of the
Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee.
William Lynn. Former Pentagon CFO,
now executive/lobbyist fbr defense giant Raytheon.
Stephen Breyer: a top aide in the ’70s.
Michael Mershon. Press secretary to
Representative Jim McGovern of Massachusetts.
Dukalds’s 1988 presidential campaign.
Joe Onek. Carter White House deputy
Marc Ginsberg. Middle East adviser counsel, Clinton Justice aide. Now senior
to Jimmy Carter, Clinton ambassador to counsel to House speaker Nancy Pelosi.
Morocco.
John Ray. DC city-council mcmbcr,
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Kathleen Hatfield, Legislative coun- 1979-97.
Ron Brown. Chair, Democratic Na- scl to Senator Robert Byrd.
Andrew Rosenberg. Lost 2004 can>
tional Committee, 1989-92. Clinton Robert Hunter. Carter national-security paign against Virginia’s Jim Moran.
secretary of Commerce. Died 1996.
aide, Clinton ambassador to NATO.
Mark Schneider. Peace Corps direcMary Beth Cahill. Longtimc strategist.
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How Kennedy Brought Down Nixon
by Chris Matthews
September 13, 2009 J lO:50pm

As the late senator’s memoir hits bookstores Monday, Chris
Matthews digs through White House tapes to reveal how Ted
Kennedy drove the Watergate probe--and helped topple a
president.
The late Sen. Edward M. Kennedy is hailed as a liberal hero for his tireless
crusade for health care, his push for civil rights, and his forceful effort to block
Robert Bork from winning a seat on the U.S. Supreme Court. But there is another
chapter of his legacy that has gone largely overlooked: Kennedy’s role as a hidden
hand during Watergate--helping to bring down President Richard M. Nixon.
Bettmann / CORBIS

Kennedy played a critical role in setting in motion the chain reaction that became
the "Saturday Night Massacre," that fateful weekend when Richard Nixon had his great fall: the resignation of Attorney
General Elliot Richardson, and with him Nixon’s last claim to honor; and the firing of Deputy Attorney General William
Ruckelshaus, which was followed by the firing of Watergate Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox--at the hand of thenSolicitor General Robert Bork. As the late Massachusetts senator’s chief counsel, Jim Flug, once said, "the Saturday
Night Massacre was born in Kennedy’s office."

Kennedy had his staff follow coverage of the Watergate break-in closely, then
exercise the Judiciary Committee’s subpoena power to investigate further. "I
know the people around Nixon," Kennedy told Washington Post reporter Carl
Bernstein. "They’re thugs."
Ted Kennedy had a firm grasp on the weapons he held as a member of the Judiciary Committee and knew precisely
how to wield them. It turns out that Richard Nixon, like almost everyone else, was so afraid of the youngest Kennedy
brother’s presidential ambitions that he was blinded to the backroom menace Kennedy posed.
Not long after the June 1972 break-in of the Democratic National Committee at the Watergate, Kennedy’s people went
to work. Flug, who was chief counsel to Kennedy’s Judiciary subcommittee, had the Library of Congress begin
collecting every news clipping on the break-in. Kennedy then got the full Judiciary Committee to investigate, using its
subpoena power. "1 know the people around Nixon," he told Washington Post reporter Carl Bernstein. "They’re thugs."
Nixon’s men had put a "tail" on Kennedy. On a White House tape of July 27, 1971--with the election fast
approaching--the president can be heard asking if they’ve got the Massachusetts senator under enough surveillance.
"Teddy? Who knows about the Kennedys?" Nixon asks. "Shouldn’t they be investigated?" Aide John Ehrlichman
assures him that Kennedy was getting special attention. "Teddy, we are covering personally," Ehrlichman says. He
briefs Nixon on a trip Kennedy had just taken to Hawaii. "Did he do anything?" Nixon asks. "He was very clean,"
Ehrlichman responds. "Very clean. He’s very careful now."
On a September 7 tape, Nixon demands more information on any misconduct. "Plant one, plant two guys on him. This
could be very useful. We just might be lucky and catch this son of a bitch, ruin him in 1976," Nixon says of Teddy. "He
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doesn’t know what he’s really getting into. We’re going to cover him,
and we’re not going to take ’no’ for an answer. He can’t say ’no’ to the
Secret Service." Nixon had told Treasury Secretary John Connolly, his
............................................................. chosen successor, that after the expected Democratic debacle that
November, he didn’t want Kennedy politically fit to "pick up the pieces" in ’76.
° Read

highlights from
Teddy’s memoir.

Nixon’s immediate concern was how the Democrats might exploit Watergate. Listen to him on September 11, when he
learned that Kennedy’s subcommittee was swinging into action. "They’re going to try to haul the thing up publicly,"
Nixon worries in a chat with chief of staff Bob Haldeman. The president appears particularly nervous about Congress’
subpoena power. "It shows you how important it is to win the Congress. You win Congress, you take control of the
committees," Nixon says.
The Saturday after the election, Nixon still hoped Ted Kennedy would lay back on Watergate. "He can’t kill us," he told
Haldeman, "therefore he won’t strike."
But by now Flug and Judiciary Committee investigator Carmine Bellino had begun scrutinizing the connections
between operatives like Donald Segretti of the Committee to Re-Elect the President, or CREEP, and their campaign
"dirty tricks" with the Nixon White House. Using telephone credit-card records, they sketched the outlines of Watergate
from the burglars’ phone numbers to the "456" exchange of the White House. They tracked the whole Watergate chain
of command from CREEP headquarters at 1701 Pennsylvania Avenue across the street and down the block to the
president’s doorstep.
In January 1973, the month of Nixon’s second inaugural, the Democratic majority on the committee voted to create the
Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities to probe the Watergate break-in and other efforts against the
Democrats in the 1972 election. North Carolina’s Sam Ervin was named chairman. Ted Kennedy, whose
subcommittee had done all the work, pushed Ervin for the chairmanship. He wanted to allay suspicion that the
Watergate probe was being driven by such an obvious Nixon adversary--when in fact, it was.
Kennedy’s seven-month investigation, begun just after the June 1972 break-in, gave the panel detailed information on
the role of the Nixon White House as well as the Nixon reelection committee in the "dirty tricks" campaign.
Even before the Watergate Committee opened hearings, leaked testimony linked Nixon’s closest aides to the crime.
Nixon pal John Mitchell was fingered for giving his own deputy the green light on the break-in. Nixon was forced to fire
both Haldeman and Erhlichman for their roles in the caper. To save himself, Nixon nominated the estimable Elliot
Richardson to be his new attorney general. With the Democrats now on his tail, he needed to take the high road--or
at least create that impression.
Kennedy began pushing for the creation of a special prosecutor to look into Watergate. That, he made clear, was his
price for getting Richardson approved by the Senate Judiciary Committee. He rejected the names Richardson put
forward until he got the one he wanted: Archibald Cox. Cox had served Attorney General Robert Kennedy as solicitor
general, and before that had worked on Jack Kennedy’s presidential campaign. Cox managed JFK’s speechwriting
and research operation, most importantly during the "Great Debates" with Nixon.
Kennedy demanded that Richardson give Cox a clear avenue to pursue his target--insisting that the special
prosecutor be given unlimited money, unlimited time, and total protection from Nixon. He could not be fired except by
Richardson himself--and only then in the event of "extraordinary improprieties."
Cox proceeded to fill his investigative staff with veterans of Bobby Kennedy’s Justice Department and the 1968
presidential campaign. Of the 11 senior counsels Cox hired, seven had been associated with either Jack, Bobby, or
Teddy. The Watergate prosecution was going to be a Kennedy operation and Richard Nixon couldn’t do a thing about
it.
"Cox will be a disaster," pronounced Henry Kissinger, a former Harvard colleague. "He has been fanatically anti-Nixon
all the years I’ve known him." Gallows humor took hold in the Nixon camp. "Archie Cox?" a group of punchy aides
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laughed, imagining Nixon confronting Richardson over the horrendous appointment. "1 thought you said you’d pick
Eddie Cox!" The reference was to the president’s son-in-law, who had just graduated from law school.
Kennedy kept at it. In July 1973, the Watergate Committee revealed the existence of the Nixon White House taping
system. Two months later, Kennedy warned that if Nixon dared to defy a Supreme Court order to turn over the tapes,
"a responsible Congress would be left with no recourse but to exercise its power of impeachment."
On October 20, 1973, Archibald Cox called a 1 p.m. press conference. With the cameras arrayed before him, he
demanded tapes of any and every presidential conversation he deemed important. Alexander Haig, Nixon’s new chief
of staff, called Richardson and said the president wanted Cox fired. Richardson asked for a meeting with Nixon and
said he couldn’t because of his promise to Cox that he would "not countermand or interfere with the special
prosecutor’s decisions or actions." He told Nixon he could not dishonor his word and had no choice but to resign.
Thus began the Saturday Night Massacre. When Richardson’s deputy, Ruckelshaus, tried to resign, Nixon fired him.
Nixon next asked Solicitor General Robert Bork to fire Cox. Bork followed orders.
Kennedy called the actions that day "a reckless act of desperation by a president who is afraid of the Supreme Court,
who has no respect for law and no regard for a man of conscience."
Kennedy, with his remarkable attention to the individual--think of all those first-hand tributes we witnessed at the time
of his funeral--knew all the personalities in this play. He knew Cox would be relentless in demanding the evidence,
especially the damning White House tapes. He knew Richardson, his fellow Bay Stater, was a man of rectitude who
would never, ever betray his trust with Cox. And he knew, before anyone else, how much Nixon had to hide.
His adversary had his own lonely part to play, of course. The White House tapes show amply how Nixon had tried and
failed to nail Kennedy before Kennedy could nail him. Late in the game, even after Chappaquiddick, Nixon feared
Kennedy would challenge him in ’72. "He was always in the political equation," Nixon henchman Chuck Colson once
told me. "There were times when we worried he would get in the race and resurrect the Kennedy charisma. You just
sensed this was the flashpoint. It was like we’d be running against the ghost of Jack Kennedy."
E. Howard Hunt’s first mission, after joining the White House "plumbers" in 1971, was to head up to Cape Cod and dig
up dirt on Ted. That move helped put the press on the Watergate trail. When The Washington Post’s Bob Woodward
and Carl Bernstein learned that Hunt had checked out a copy of The Bridge at Chappaquiddick from the Library of
Congress, using the White House account, they realized that officials like Hunt were not just plugging security leaks;
they were out there doing political gum-shoeing and dirty tricks as well.
Nixon couldn’t help himself. He’d been beaten by Jack Kennedy in 1960, after all, and believed that a Kennedy spying
operation contributed to his 1962 defeat in the California governor’s race. As Ray Price, Nixon’s speechwriter, put it:
"The ghost that dogged Nixon’s footsteps, that disturbed his night and plagued his days was less that of Kennedy
himself than it was of Camelot."
One White House tape in particular shows how much Teddy haunted Nixon. It’s from January 3, 1973. Nixon is sitting
with Haldeman, trying to draw out his chief of staff on exactly what the Watergate burglars were up to. He seems to
have a general idea of the caper and which of his men gave the actual green light, but he’s still in the dark on the
details.
Nixon: "1 can see Mitchell. I just can’t see Colson getting into the Democratic ... What the Christ was he looking
for?"
Haldeman goes into detail about the kinds of financial information the burglars were seeking, their attempts to
figure out what the opposition was up to--including some "Democratic plot" to upset the Republican convention
that summer in Miami.
Haldeman: "Colson was salivating with glee at what they might be able to do with it."
Nixon: "You mean Colson was aware of the Watergate bugging? That’s hard for me to believe."
Haldeman: "Not only was he aware of it; he was pushing very hard for results from it."
Nixon: "Was that what it was?"
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Haldeman: "It gets down to undeniable specifics ... times of meetings, with times and places and that sort of
thing ."
Nixon’s chief-of-staff then turns to another bugging target.
Haldeman: "And the other one, of course, on Teddy." [Haldeman repeats himself.] And the other one, I guess, on
Teddy. "
Nixon: "You mean the tail on him and that sort of thing?"
Haldeman: "Apparently they tried ... I don’t know the details. They tried or did bug him, too. The tail was
something else."
Nixon: "1 see."
If Nixon was surprised, he didn’t show it. He wasn’t shocked as much as he was curious about the details. And he
wanted to know who was keeping tabs on whom, making sure never to lose sight of the Massachusetts senator--the
one who haunted him, and ultimately helped do him in.
Matthews hosts Hardball with Chris Matthews weekdays on MSNBC. This article is drawn from Kennedy & Nixon: The
Rivalry that Shaped Postwar America, which Matthews wrote in 1996, and from White House tapes housed at the
National Archives in College Park, Maryland.
For inquiries, please contact The Daily Beast at editorial~,thedailybeast.com.
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